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CHAPTER I
Introduction

~ension work among Negroes in Texas is a part, of the national
and state Extension Service established in 1914, which developed in our
country as a result of changing conditions in American agriculture and
American education. Distant markets, a lack of tlrgin soil tor farming,
and the necessity o! business on a credit basia caused uierica•s rural
and urban population to reall ze the need for more scientific knowledge
and better management methods for our agricultural producers.
Constant research for knowledge related to agriculture was undoubtedly successfu.l but this information was not available to the farming popu-

lation. Surveys and studies showed that the solution to many agricultural
problems were filed away within the departments of research because there
was no agency established for the distribution of scientific information

concerning agriculture.
The Smith-Lever Act, "to aid in diffusing among the people of the
United States, useful and practical information on subjects relating to
agriculture and home economics, and to encourage the application of the
same",1 was passed by the Congress, May 18, 1914, authorizing Cooperative
Extension Work for the states receiving benefits of the Morrill Acts.
Headquarters of Cooperative Bxtension Work among Negroes in Texas
are located at Prairie View University, Prairie View, Texas. The Negro
State Extension Staff and its agents work under the general supervision
of the State Director ot Bxt.ension Service, located at the Texas
l. C• B. Smith
'
and M.

ot the United States,

{New

c. Wilson, The Agricultural Extension System
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19.30), P• 365.
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Agricultural and Mechanical College, College Station, Texas. The work
is established for the benefit of rural Negro families and it is not
llm1ted to any particular problems, but lends itself t o aiding in any
capacity on whate"a:er problems face Negro rural families.
The Cooperative Extension Work of the United States is non-political.
It not only includes states ot the United States, but also Alaska, Hawaii
and Puerto Rico.
The second section of the Smith-Lever Act gives a very broad definition
of Cooperative Agricultural Extension Work in this statementz
Cooperative Agricultural Extension Work shall consist
of the giving of instruction and practical demonstrations in
agriculture and home economics to persons not attending or
resident in said colleges in the several communities, and imparting to such persons information on said subjects through
field demonstrations, publications and otherwise; and this
work' shall be carried on in such manner as may be mutually
agreed upon by the Secretary of Agriculture and the State
Agricultural College or colleges receiving the benefits of
this act.l
The Negro Extension program 1n Texas should be of great importance
to all citizens of Texas. This program involves the total Negro rural

population ot Texas. It is the purpose of this program to diffuse among
the Negroes of Texas useful and practical information on subjects relating
to agriculture and home economics, and to encourage the application of the

same.
Objectives of the Study
'!'he objecti ves of this study are:
1. To make data available concerning the following phases of the Texas

Extension Service Program for Negroes

1.

United States Uepartment ot Agriculture, Federal Legislation,
Regulations and Rulings Affecting Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture
and Home &onomics, Miscellaneous l'ublication, No. 285, lWashington:
Government l'rinting Office, 1940) , p. 7.

A. 'nle organization and supervision

B. The training of agents

c.

The training of potential agents

u. The allotments of funds tor the -"Xtension Service
pro gram in Texas
2. To, aa a result of a survey, make recommendations tor improvements
in the following phases of the ·rexas Extension Service program for Negroes

A. The supervision of extension agents

B. The training o! extension agents
C. Appointments to the Extension Service personnel for Negroes

D. The criteria for promotion of Extension Service personnel
Review of Previous Related Studies
The Suamariea of Studies in Agricultural Education has listed no
1
studies of Extension Work for Negroes. However, some state wide studies
have been made of the .l!:xtension Service. A study conducted by Iowa State
College stresses the need for the coordination o! the work of the different
agencies in the fields of agriculture and home economics.2 Tennant
analyzed the actirlties of the county agricultural agents of New York. 3
Parsons made a more extension study by obtaining data from selected agents
in New Iork, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky, Virginia and
Ma.ryland.4 No published research on the &tension Service of Texas was found.

1.
Swmnaries o Studies in A icultural .Education, (Danville, Illinois:
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1943.
2 • J. B. Davidson, H. M. Hamlin, and P. C. Taft, A Study of the
Ex:tension Service in A iculture and Home Economics in Iowa, (Am.es: The
Collef.ate Press, 1933.
• John Leslie Tennant, Some Educational Problems ot the County
Agricultural Agent in New York, (Ithaca, 1921).
4. Dick90n Ward Parsons, An Analytical Stud,f of the Activities and
Problems of Countr Agricultural Extension Agents, tithaca, 1930).
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Dr. Erwin H. Shinn, Senior Agriculturist, United States Department
of Agriculture, has made studies o! the Negro Extension Service in Texas.
One study delves into the major problems of Negro extension workers.5
Shinn, in his study of the supervision of Negro Extension work, pronounces
the .functions of supervision, and the activities of Negro Extension
supervisors. 6
Records found in the Negro Extension Service Office furnish the majority of the data used in this study.
Scope
This study is limited to information concerning the Extension Ser-

vice for Negroes in Texas. It will entail a brief history of the Negro
Extension Service in Texas, the personnel, potentialities for employment
for students of Agriculture and Home Economics and recommendations for
improvements. Emphasis will be placed on the personnel, including t.he nwaber of emplo7ees, distribution, responsibilities, qualifications and professional training, criteria for appointment, content of t~a1o1ng, requirements of the work program., suitability of training for conducting programs
of work, salary scale and criteria for promotion.
Method of Procedure and Sources of Data
Data used in this study were taken from the files of the Office of
Extension Service at Prairie View University. Valuable information was
obtained from courses studied at Prairie View Col.lege and from studies made

5• Efwin H. Shinn, "A Study of Extension Work with Negroes in Texas",
(Unpublished Study, U. s. Department of Agriculture).
6
• Erwin H. Shinn, "A Study of Supervision of Negro Extension Work
in Texas", ( Unpublished Study, U. S. Department of Agriculture).

5
b7 Dr• .l!anrln H. Shinn, Senior Agriculturist, Division of Field Coordination. Other valuable information for recommendations toward increasing
the effectiveness of the service was obtained from previous related studies
and from a survey conducted among members of the Negro Kx.tension Service

in Texas. Of ninety-three questionnaires sent, only twent7-five were
returned.

Briet History ot Negro ~ension Work
Negro Extension Work is a remarkable story of achievement because o!
the Wlusual record in leadership made by- it.s agents and the outstanding

1~

ex.amp1ea of practical progreasiTe agriculture and home making by farmers

~

O'l

and their families. The popular and widespread dove1opment o! ext;ension
work aiwng Negroes under the leader5hip o! Negro county agents was large-

l, dependent upon the dovelopmeQt o! edqc•tional institutioQs !or Nogroe~
in

order to provide tbe necessary vocational training tor ext.ension agem.s.

'r he t1rst Morrill Lanel-Grant UOllege Ac~ made no provision for a racial
division of funds or or stadent.a; therefore, 1n all but. rour ~ates the

proceec1s !l'OJI the sale

or

these .t:ederal grant.a were used e.xclusivel.T !or

white institutions. 'J.'bese states, Mississippi, Virginia, South Carolina

and ilabama, set aside a portion of the first Morrill funds for a state
college for Negroes in 1871. In the same year Virginia gave its portion

of funds set aside for Negro education to the privately established
Hampton Agricultur&l and Mechanical Institute. South Carolina gave her
portion of funds to the private Catlin University for Negroes in 1872, and
about 1875 Alabama organized Huntsville School for Negroes. 1
1

• JSrwin H. Shinn, 11 status o! Organization and Administration of
Agricultural Education Among Negroes", (O. s. Department ot Agricu:Lture
Extension Service Circ\llar 173, Januar1, 1932), PP• 2-3, {Mimeographed):
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Earl.7 leadership in Negro extension work was assumed by the privately supported Tuskegee Institute founded in 1881. Under the leadership

of Booker T. Washington, this school began holding annual Negro farmers•
con!erences in 1892, and these conferences are still continued as an
important part of the extension program.
Booker T. Washington was not satisfied by this limited contact with
the progressive farmers and felt a definite need to directly reach the
most backward Negro tarm.ers who were disinterested or afraid to mingle with
the "educated people" at the Institute. By 1906 President Washington appointed Thomas Monroe Campbell as the first Negro demonstration agent to
serve as a collaborator with the United States Department of Agriculture
to take charge of such work as had been developed. His salary was derived
from funds contributed by the General Education Board of New York Cit1,
supplemented by funds from Tuskegee Institute and the Bureau of Plant.
Industr,.

Campbell, who was working chiefly in Macon County, Alabama, soon discovered that the equipment was too far in advance of the knowledge end
status of the Negro farmers and began a process of simplification. Soon
services which were extended to farm families were spread to Mississippi
and other southern states. The passage ot the Smith-Lever Act in 1914 resulted in the discontinuance of grants from. the Gener&l Education Board,
which had formerly served as the basic support for Negro extension work,
and the establishing of the Extension Service as we know it todq.

Some leaders in Congress attempted to secure specific authorization
for Negro work by amending the Smith-Lever bills to make definite provision
for Negro extension work. An amendment that the work should be carried on

7

without racial discrimination was adopted in the Senate bill, but was
not continued in the conference bill. The arguments advanced tor remotlng
the amendment were: ll) that white agents were carrying on work which
benefited the Negro farmer; l 2) thgt it was questionable whether the Negro
land-grant colleges were capable of carrying on effective extension work;
and (3) that it was not desirable to divide responsibilit1 for extension
work with a state, as this might result in dissimilar instruction and in
1
race conflict over the administration of the work. Negro extension work,
therefore, became a branch of the State Extension Service conducted from
the white land-grant colleges.
In Tex.as, the Farmers Improvement Societr was a t7Pe of extension

work organized and practiced b7 Negro farmers under the leadership of some
of the most outstanding individuals in the state. This organization had
as its purpose to encourage every teacher in the rural districts of Texas
to establish methods among its community members similar to those of the
El:tension Serrlce as it is known today.

An

early lead.er was R. L. Smith

who was the founder several 1ears before the approval and. enactmmt. or
the Extension Service program b7 t.he United ~tates Department ot Agriculture. After the passage of the Smith-Lever Act, R. L. Smith was appointed
leader of the Negro Extension Work in Texas on August 1, 1915. It became
his responsibility to organize and direct this work. Mrs. M• .6. V. Hunter

and Jake Ford were appointed bis assistants. Smith served for !our 7ears
in this capacity betore resigning on June '$), J.919. During this time, he

succeeded in securing an appropriation from the state to supplement the
1.

Gladys Baker, The County Agent (Chicago: The University of Chicago

Press, 1939), P• 195.
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federal .tunds and increase the staff. nr. Smith was succeeded by E. L.
Blackshear who served tor approximately one year.

Mrs. M. ~. V. Hunter is regarded as the pioneer in Home Uemonstration
Work. As an initial step, she organi.zed canning clubs in the state, gave
demonstrations in t.he same, and taught women and girls how to manage the
home. Mrs. Hunter resigned her post on September 15, 1931 and was succeeded
by Mrs • .L. W. Rowan.

Since the end of the administ.rat1on o! :&. L. J:U.acksbear as State
Leader for Negroes, there nave been three others. There were: C.H. Wal.ler,
tJanuar,- 1, 1920 to April 15, 1941), E. B. Evans Vlay l, l':141 to August.

31, 194b) and the present leader, W. C. David (September l, .L94b)e At the
end or the tenure o! Mrs. I. W. Jtowan in September, J.940, Mrs. P. R.

Brown was appointed state supervisor o! Home Demonstration work and is now
serving in that capacitT•
The st.a.ft of the Negro Extension Service in Texas has grown from one
individnal., in the person or R. L. Smith., to that 01' ten individuals in
the state office located at Prairie View University., Prairie View, Texas,
and fi!ty-aix county agricultural agents and 1'1!ty-two county home demonstration agents in as many- counties in the state.
To conduct thi.s work, during the fiscal year 1940-1947, l2J,17o.75
was appropriated for supervision for men, 17,604.80 !or supervision for

women, $120,774.04 for county agents, 199,188.00 tor home demonstration
agents, 13,400.00 for coliege c.Lerks and 12,200.00 for miscellaneous
supplies and equipment.
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Federal Legislation, Regulations and Rulings A!fecting
the Extension Service
The federal government has oeentbe greatest supporter of Cooperative
~ension Work since its beginning in 1914. Federal ligislative acts,
regulations and rulings have been passed in support of Cooperative E>ctension Work. Besides the grants of lands provided by the Morrill Acts, the
federal government hasappropriated iarge sums o! money for the promotion
or Cooperative Extension Work.
These federal tunds, which were 5~ of the total extension
funds in l93b-J7, are Qerived from three major iegislative
authorizations, from special appropriations inserted in the
appropriation acts for the United ~tates Department o!
Agriculture ana from special !Unds ailottea by ~he Secretary.
The ::imith-J..ever Act of 1914 provided for an increasing increment or federal .tunds which matured in 1~23. Authorizations
were made for supplementar1 !und.s by the ~arper-~etcham Act
of 1~28 and the Bankhead-Jones Act of 1935.
lhe provisions of the legislation for Cooperative kt.ension Work

have not been permanent nor did they anticipate the rapid anci enormous
expansion which took place in the service; therefore, many supplementary
acts have been necessary to cope with the situation.
In :revieWing these acts and their supplements, it Will be seen how

and. why the1 operate.
The Smith-Lever Act - 'l'he Smith-Lever Act was passed Hay 8, l.'/14
for the promotion o! Cooperative JSxtension Work. This act provides
$10,000at federal f'un<is annually to each state that gives .legislative
assent to the Act, and from t6o0,000 to 14,100,000 to each state apportioned on t.he states ratio of ruralp:,pulation to the nation's total rur&J.

1. Gladys Baker, 'l'he County Agent, ~Chicago: The University of Chicago

Press, l9'J9J, p. 47.
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population. The amount apportioned according to the ratio of rural
population to the nation's total rural population is to be .matched from
state funds in an equal amount.
This act, which provides for co-operative administration by the
United States Department of Agriculture and the state agricultural colleges,
states as its purpose: "To aid in diffusing among the people of the
United States useful and practical information on subjects relating to
agriculture and hom.e economics and to encourage the application of the samen.1
This act was the official establishment of Cooperative Extension
Work. It established a stable financial basis !or the work, provided for
federal and state co-operation, and established a uniform administration
for the work.
The Capper-Ketcham Act - This act was passed May lo, 1928, as a
supplement to the Smith-Lever Act of 1914. It has these specifications in
addition t o those of the Smith-.Lever Law:
l. At least eighty per cent of the funds mu.st be spent for the

payment of salaries of extension agents in the counties.
2. The men and women agents must be appointed in just proportions.

3. 'J."here are no restrictions on the use of the funds for the pro.motion of agriculture.
The Bankhead-Jones Act, 1929 - This act provided for research into

basic laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for the
further develop:nent of cooperative agricultural extension work and the
more complete endowment and support of land-grant colleges.

1.

c. B. Smith and M. c. Wilson, The Agricultural Extension System
of the United States, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1930), P• 365.
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The Hatch Act - This act was approved in 1887. It provided federal
funds to the state experiment st.ations tor the promotion of research and
experimental activities.
There are other acts which were passed which support CooperatiTe
Extension Work or some phase of agricultural work which is covered by the
Extension ~ervice.
The other acts are:
1. The First Morrill Act, July 2 1 1862 - This act donated public lands
to several states and territories which may provide colleges for

the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts• • •
2. The Second Morrill Act 1 August 20 1 1890 - This act provided a
portion of the proceeds of public lands to the more complete endowment and support or the colleges for the benefit of agriculture
and the mechanic arts •

.3. The Adams Act - March lb 1 1906 - 'this act provided funds for conducting original researches or experi.111.ents at agricultural experiment stations which would be related to the conditions and needs
of the respective state of the agricultural experiment station.
4. The Nelson Amendment, March

4, 1907 - This amendment appropriated

fwids for the United States Department of Agriculture for the
more complete endowment of agricultural. colleges, for providing
courses for the special preparation of instructors for teaching
the elements of agriculture and mechanic art.a.
;. The Purnell Act,, February

241 1925 -

The act provides funds for the

recording of experiments and researches at agricultural experiJllent
stations, and has provisions which require that statements ot

12

expenditures and operations be sent to the Secretary of Agriculture and to the Treasurer o! the United States.

6. The Act ot 1929 - It extended the benefits o! the Hatch Act and
the Smith-Lever Act to the territory o! Alaska.

7. The Act of 1931 - It extended the benefits of the Experiment
Station and Extension Acts to Pllerto Rico.

s.

The Act of

1936 -

This act extended the benefits of the Adams Act,

the Purnell Act and the Capper-Ketcham Act to the territory

or

Alaska.

9. The Bankhead-Flannagan Act - This act provided funds for research

into basic laws and principles relating to agriculture and to pro-

vide for the further development of Cooperative Agricultural Extension Work, and for the more complete endowment and support of

land-grant. colleges.
All of these legislations form the basic funds for extension work

throughout the United Stat.es and the territories

or

Alaska, Hawaii and

Puerto Rico. These provided $17,o22.o7 tor Extension Work in 1937-19.38.

J.

Thoee leg1.slations which are not for the purpose of ext.ending provi.3iona for extension work to territories appropriate more than fifty per cent
of the funds which provide ex.tension work for the Negroes of Texas.
With

:io

many separate appropriations tor extension work, one might

feel. that this is a complicated and undesirabl.e plan tor sources ot funds;
howe"9'8r, there has been llttl.e trouble to arise from this source since the
beginning of the work in 1914. Although the federal. government does provide

1 • United States Department of Agriculture, Federal Legi sla.tions
1
Resulations and Rulings Affecting Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture
and Home Economics, Miscellaneous Publication, No. 385, tWaebi.ngton;
Government Printing Office, 1940), P• 7.

more than fifty per cent of the funds for extension work, it does not
attempt to direct the programs of the states and counties. This !actor
greatly eJ1ro1nates much o! the possible friction which could result from
such a plan. Furthermore, it is the policy of the United States Department
of .Agriculture to promote all of its field extension work in cooperation
with the state J.and-grant colleges through the State directors ot extension work and agents, white and Negro, are recommended by the state departments to the United States Department of Agriculture. The ee agents are
considered as representatives ot the county, the state, and the federal
govenunent.
Many

n.de

actions and procedures are not prescribed in the acts which pro-

the principal sources of funds for extension work but are prescribed

in policies, rules and regulations which have been developed since the
enactment of these laws.
The following are some of the rules and policies which govern .l:!:xten-

sion Work: 1
1. Funds trom the Smith-Lever and Bankhead-Jones Acts may not be

used for the promotion of exhibits and demonstrations on railroad
cars or trains Nn in connection with railroad agencies.
2. Interest paid on ex.tension funds belongs to the federal government

and must be sent to the Federal Ea.ension Service a~ the end of
each fiscal year.

3. Not less than 02.1) of the funds from federal sources should be
spent for salaries o! county extension agen~s.

4. Any moneys lost or misapplied by any state shall be replaced by
1.

Ibid•• P• 17.

that state.

5. Ex:tension workers are not to use their official authority or
influence in any political matters.

6. Plans for extension work originate within the states but are subject to approval by the United States Department of Agriculture.
7. The federal government acts as a clearing house for information

to the state departments.
8. It is a policy not to employ- for work in a county a native of the
county but preferable to bring in a qualified outsider.

9. Although the extension service promotes purchasing and .marketing
associations, farmers' and farm women•s clubs, seed associations
and loan associations, it does not assume responsibility for them..
10. 1be ideal sought in extension work is cooperation with all rural
groups, but it desires to keep the pub.lie cl.ear as to where extension work begins and ends in such cooperation.
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CHAPTER II
THE NlOCiRO EXTENSION PERSONNKL OF TEXAS
Organization

The State staff tor Negro Bxtension Work in Texas is composed of
a State Leader, with an assistant to the ~tate Leader, three men dist.rict
agents, three women district agents, and a farm labor assistant. The
State is divided into three districts, designated as the Sastern, Southern,
and Northern districts. The State Leader and his assistant work in all

districts. There are forty-eight agricultural agents and forty-five home
demonstrat ion agents, making a total of ninety-three agents for the State.
The organization of the Extension Service for Negroes 1n Texas~
be seen in Chart I which follows.

Chart I.

Organization of the Texas .l!:xt.ension
Service for Negroes

Secretary,

u. s.

D. A., Washington, D.

c.

State Director of the Ex.tension Service

State Leader of the .Extension Service
Prairie View A. & M. College, Prairie View

Supervising Home Demonstration
Agent.. for Women

District Agents for
Women

Count7 Home Demonstration
Agent:,

J.dministrative

Assistant

State Farm
Labor Assistant

District Agents for Men

County Agricultural Agents

'
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In the State extension organization no provision is made for a

sta!t of Negro subject-matter

specialists. In lieu of this, however,

Negro extension workers receive assistance in agriculture and home economics subject-matter from the members of the white agricultural college
staff and, to some extent, from members of the subject-matter departments
of the Negro land-grant college at Prairie View, Texas. In llWlY instances
Negro extension agents receiTe assistance from the white agricultural and
home demonstration agents and their supervisors and the white agents receive assistance from the Negro agents. ~uch an organization requires that
a close relationship exist between the two groups of workers in developing and in carrying out the program of work. Du.ring the years since exten-

sion work was established on a national basis, there appears to have been
close cooperation with an effective working relationship between the two
groups of extension workers in Texaa. The Negro extension workers were
asked to state whether or not their relations with the white agents were
satisfactory and why they felt the relation was siatifactory or unsatisfactory. Of the twenty-five questionnaires returned, twenty-one stated
that relations are satisfactory, two stated that relations are not satisfactory and two gave no answer. In evidence of relations being satisfactory,
the following answers were given.
l.. The program can be discussed freely without hedging

2. He bas his program and I have mine

). He is cooperative

4. He is easily approached
5. He is intelligent

6. He is a

".man"

18

7. We

do not interfere with each others program

8. We work together

9. We exchange ideas and o1'f'ice equipment
10. She asks me to take part in sonte o! her programs
ll. Doesn't show prejudice

It is evident that the Negro agents do not give "advice" to the white
agents, and that they do give assistance and receive advice from the white
agents. It is believed that this situation exists because of t110 factors:

1. The white agents have received superior training; 2. The typical attitude expressed toward Negroes by southern whites.
An observation by Baker shows a typical example of the relationship

between the Negro and white agents in southern states.
The obstacles which confront the Negro county
agent, in particular, are tremendous. He must
show proper deference and humility to the white
leaders and never of'fend the more ignorant
politicians and other leaders in the county. If
he is sufficiently adroit in these relationships
he may be rewarded with an office or even a car
furnished by county appropriations. 1
According to the returns from twenty-five agents, only two feel that
their relationships with the white agents are unsatisfactory. Reasons given
were:
l. He 1r0n' t talk

2. We work together only when compulsory
The writer feels that in many instances, unsatisfactory relationships
ex:1.st, but are accepted by Negro county agents because of traditions.
·rhe organization of the Extension Service is designed for three

1.

Gladys Baker, The Count.z Agent, lChicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1939), p. 203 •
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.functions: administration, supervision and teaching. Administration and
supervision in this work are not easily separated. lbe teaching function,
of course, is more definitely in a .field of its own and is more easily
delineated, and is the primary function of the agents. The administrative
functions may be listed as,

1. Maintaining an organization with a professional staff
2. Keeping up morale or a good relationship in counties

3. Securing new agents
4. Maintaining contacts with existing organizations and. their activities

5. Any other activities concerned with promotion or the ~ension
Service Program
An

efficient supervisor of extension work per.forms .ma.ny- dir!erent kinds

of services in helping agents a.evelop and carry out their programs of work.
The services of district supervisors may be placed in three groups.
1. Helping agents develop the extension organization and program

2. Helping the agents supervise and carr, out their programs

3. Helping the agents anal,Yze and measure results of the extension
program
It seems evident that, in order to execute an e!.tective program,
supervisors would be required to give close supervision to the agents. The
agents were asked to state the number of tillles they were visited per year.
The returns from twenty-five agents showed that the number of times the
agents are visited by their supervisors ranges from approximately two to
forty-eight per ,-ear. There seems to be no regularity or planning for the
visitations by supervisors according to the questionnaire retums. Table
I shows the frequency o! supervisory visits as reported by the twenty-five

agents.
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Table I.

Frequency of Visits Per Year of ~upervisors
as Reported by Twenty-Five Agents

Number
of Agent§

Number of 'J.'imes Visited
During the Year

1

2

4

4

4

0

l.

7

1

8

1

10

10

12

1

18

1

24

l

48

·1·h ere appears to be a need for a more uniform plan of vieitations
by the supervisors.
B:f'ficient supervisors of extension work perform many different kinds

of services in helping agents to develop and execute their programs of
work. Since this is true, supervisors should be equipped with the follold.ng

qualifications in order to do a good job of supervision.
1. Technical knowledge related to agriculture and home economics
2. Leadership

3. Ability to organize

4. Ability to teach
5. Experience as a succeesful county agent
6. A receptive mind for new and improved methods and practices in

and for extension work.
These qualifications will equip a supervisor for doing such jobs as these
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listed below, which will be required of him in his work:
1. Establishing well defined educational objectives of extension
work tor adults and for boys and girls
2. Developing effective county, local and state extension organization

in cooperation with groups to be serTed

3. Se1ecting and training local leaders
4. Planning and collecting adequate and reliable in.formation tor
measuring and evaluating the results of extension teachings

5. Organizing problems into a program o! work and planning for the
execution ot the program of work
6. Determining current farm and home problems based on imnediate
needs and planning solutions for the problems
In an attempt to determine the shortcomings of supervision by the
state extension service staff, the Negro agents of Texas were asked to give
their recommendations for improvement in the supervision of their work.
Those given by other agents were :
1. Hore he1p in the development of current demonstrations
2 . Supervision b7 staff (State) is about as good as could be expected
for the number working on the staff (State). The staff (State)
needs more members.

3. Specialist help

4. More equipnent

5. Supervision should place more emphasis on mistakes we make
6. More visits to the county

7. More visits to demonstrations

s.

Selection of qualified supervisors
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9. Fmployment o:f Negro specialists
10. Superv.lsors spend more time in the county and devote more time

to problems
11. Supervisors should give specific advice
The agents were asked to give their reasons for changing counties o!
work. None gave supervision or any phase of supervision as a cause for

change. Table II shows a comparison of the number of agricultural agents
and home demonstration agents who have worked in one to three counties.
Table II.

Distribution of Agents Serving
in One to Three Counties

Number ot Counties
Worked In

Number of Aients
Home Demonstration
Aizricultura.l

l

5

"'

2

1

6

3

2

2

Not renortine

2

l

12

13

Total

The average agricultural agent reporting had been in the Extension
Service six and one-half years. The average home demonstration agent reporting had been in the service six and one-halt years.

Records from the Extension Service Office show that only forty per
cent of the counties which have had agricultural agents for the past ten
years had only one agent, and only twenty-three per cent o! the counties
having agents for the past ten years had only one home demonstration agent.
There were thirt1-nine counties which had had county agricultural
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agents tor the past ten years. Forty per cent of these counties ha.d. only
one agent during the ten year period and one county or three per cent of
these counties employed five agents during the ten year period. The one
count1 employing these five agents within ten years is Waller County, the
county 1n which the State .ktension ~ervice for Negroes is located.
Table III shows the distribution o! counties according to number of
agents employed from 1936 to 1945.
Table III.

Per Cent Distribution of Counties
:Employing One or More Negro Agricultural and Home Demonstration

Agents, 1936-1945
Per Cent ot Counties
Number o!
Ain1nts :&nploved A2ricultural Agents Home De.monstration Aoents
l

"°

23

2

·u

1"-l

'3

21

20

l...

5

13

;

3

7

6

...o-

I.

Total

100

100

~alifications and Professional Trai.ning
It has been found that the level of training of l!:xtension Service
personnel has constantly improved over the last decade. In 19.36, accord1rl8
to data sheets furnished by the Extension Service Office at Prairie View
College, only sixty-six per cent of the total. number of .agricultural
agents held Bachelor degrees, while in 1945, eighty-seven per cent of the
total number had earned degrees. Eight per cent had no degree, diploma

or cert.ificate in 1936 and only three per cent were thus classified in
1945. Table IV shoW5 the per cent distribution of Negro agricultural
agents in Tex.a.is according to the highest degree, diploma or certificate
held.

Table IV.

Distribution of Negro Agricultura:L
Agents in Texas According to Highest
Degree, Diploma. or Certificate Hold,
1936-1945

Type of
Award
Bachelor

,

81

b6

6

18

12

Certificate

8

12

None

8

De

e

Di loma

'l'otal

100

lOO

8
12

100

l

100

8

8

8

8

10

10

6

2

2

2

100

100

100

100

8

100

100

Table V shows a eimilar improvement in training for home demonstration

agents.

Table

v.

Distribution of Negro Home Demonstration
Agents in Texas According to Highest
Degree, Diploma or Certificate Hold,

19Jo-l945
Type of
Award
Bachelor
Deeree

1936

66

71

69

67

70

73

76

82

83

80

DiDloma

7

5

6

6

2

5

2

2

2

2

Certificate

12

11

10

12

ll.

11

11

Q

8

8

None

15

13

1,;

l'i

ll.

ll

g

7

7

10

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

l.00

PercentaQ'e Distribution for Year•
1937 1938 19,g lQJ.O 1g1.1 lQl,? 191..~ lQ-1-:E

~
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In 1936, sixty-six per cent of the home demonstration agents held
Bachelor degrees while in 1945 the percentage had increased to eighty.
During the same period the percentage of home demonstr ation agents holding no degree, certificate or diploma dropped from fifteen to ten per cent.
Fourteen institutions of hi gher ~earning are represented by the
Extension Service personnel in Texas. These schools ar e shown in Table

VI, with a per cent distribution of agricultural agents and home demonstration agents attending each institution .
Table VI.

Distribution of Extension Service
Personnel According to Schools
Attended

Schools
Prairie Vie•

Per Cent of Home Demonstration Agents !or Years -

Per Cent o! AgriculturaJ.
Avents for Years -

1Q16

lQ.L..0

1q1...'i

fq~6

19k0

19k'i

82

85

82

88

88

90

-0-

-0-

8

6

Tuske~ee

1

Guadalune

-o-

..o-

k_<;,,

q

2

2

Howard

-0-

..0-

-0-

~

2

-0-

Bishot>

-0-

..()_

-0-

-0-

-0-

2

Texas

-0-

..()_

2

-0-

-0-

..()-

Houston

-0-

-0-

-o-

-0-

-o-

-0-

Tillotson

-0-

-0-

8

-0-

-0-

-0-

2 . 'i

Leeland

1

2 . 'i

-0-

-o-

-0-

..0-

Fisk

3

2 .. 5

-0-

-0

-0

-0-

Waldon

1

2. 5

-0-

-0

-0-

-0-

Sam Huston

'3

2

-0-

-o-

-0-

Toua:aloo

'3

2. 5

-0-

-o-

-o-

-0-

-0-

2 .~

2

-o-

-0-

-0-

Tennessee

-0-
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The largest percentage of agents securing training in the fields of
Agriculture and Home .Economics were from Prairie View. It IIJ&1 also be
noted that in some cases one agent attended one or more colleges in securing formal training.

In as much as Prairie View provided eighty- four per cent of the formal
training on the college level for home demonstration agents and eightyeight per cent of the formal traini.n g on the college level for the agricultural agents who served during 1936-1935, it may be 1rell to show how the
curricula has changed. This change is shown at the end of ten year periods
beginning with 1925- 26. The changes in the curriculum for Agriculture are

shown in Table VII.

Table VII.

Curriculum in Agriculture Covering
Ten Year Periods, Prairie View College*

Courses Ottered

Semester Hours Offered In l9La.5-lQL.b
19~5-19'30
1925-1926
15

9

6

11

12

11...

11

Biol.ovv

12

8

8

Chemistrv

18 2/3

16

12

4

3

3

6

12

12

0

A"'"icultural Education
A'-'TOOOfflV

Ani.m&l

Husbandrv

19 1/3

2

DairVlllR'

Education

21 1/3

Eni1lish

12

Horticulture

5 1/3

6

ll.

History

2

3

3

-0-

3

3

Mathematics
Rural Economics

6 2/3

10

9

Rural En'1ineerin£

3 1/3

b

12

Rural Socioloi:rv

2 2/3

-0-

-o-

Science

7 1/3

8

5

Veterinary Science

6

La.

4

Political Science

-0-

-o-

6

Farm Practice

2 2/3

-0-

-0-

Military Science

-o-

Electives
Total

SH-

6

10

5

135

136

l.La.,

* Known as Prairie View
ff

~

University, 1945-1946.

Required, but does not count toward graduation.

.
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In 1925-1926, the college was operated on the quar ter hour system,
while in 1935-1936 and 1945-1946 it was operated on the semester hour
basis. In order to compare the number of hours required in each course, the

quarter hours were translated into semester hours. 1

According to the

college catalog for 1925- 1926, 135 semester hours were required in the
Division of Agriculture of Prairie View College to graduate. Of these 135
semester hours, 63 1/3 hours were in technical agriculture and 71 2/3
hours in related subjects. In 1935- 1936, 136 hours were required for graduation. Of these, 73 hours were in technical agriculture and 63 in related
subjects. During the 1945- 1946 session, 143 hours were required according
to the college catalog tor those years. 80 hours were scheduled in agriculture and 63 hours in related subjects .
The same type of generalizations may be made in regard to the curriculum in Home Economics. In Table VIII, the curriculum. covering ten year
periods beginning in 1925- 1926 and ending 1945-1946 is shown.

1.

One quarter hour equals two- thir ds semester hour.
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Table VIII.

Curriculum in Home .lcono.mics Covering
Ten Year Periods, Prairie View Collegett-

Semester Hours Offered InCourses Offered

icn'>-1920

l.91'i-l93o

].qL..'i-lgu.6

F.nlllish

l2

l2

12

Clothinv

21.i.

15

ll

ChEmistrv

2Ji 1/3

15

l2

Bducation

16 2/'3

18

18

Mathematics

-0-

6

6

Art

2

L.

Physical
&iucation

..o-0-

J.,,

La.

Foods

l

11,

12

Phvsics

-o-

'3

..o-

Economics

2

'3

3

Biolovv

7 1/3

6

La.

'i

1/'3

House
Home Economics

10

10

9

Education

11.. 2/3

ll

13

0

3

3

--0-

3

'3

2

-o-

Sociologv
HietoMr
Home Nur8inv

2 2/3

Household Mechanic

-o-

-0-

'3

Political Science

--0-

-0-

3

2

-o-

6

Electives
Total

*

138

128

12Q

Known as Prairie View University, 1945-1946.

According to the college ca.ta.log !or the years 1925-1926, 138
semester hours were required for a Bachelor of Science degree in Home
Economics. 68 2/3 hours were required in technical Home Economics and
69 l/3 hours in related subjects. In 1935-1936, 1.28 semester hours were
listed as requirements tor a degree in Home Economics with 54 hours in
technical Home konomics and 74 hours in related subjects. 129 hours were
required for graduation in 1945- 1940, according t o the college catalog
for the same year. Of these, 55 hours were in technical Home Economics and
74 hours in related subjects.
Experience is a desirable qualification !or persons who

do

extension

work. The Negro State Leader expressed the belief that farm experience is
a desirable qualification for success as an extension agent, but experience

can be substituted with an adequate aptitude for rural life.
Of the twenty- five agents

report ing, only one had lived on a farm

or ranch twenty-five or more years before entering the Extension Service,
and six had lived on a farm or ranch less than five years before entering
the Erlension Service. Table ll shows the numerical distribution of
extension agents living on farms or ranches previous to entering the Bxtension Service.
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Table

n.

Distribution of .l:!OCtension Agents According
to Farm and Ranch 6xperience Prior to J!altering
the Extension Service
Number
of Years

Number
of Persons
6

0 -

4

4

5 -

9

5

10 - 14

4

15 - 19

5

20 - 24

1

25 and above

Total number reporting

25

Suitability ot Training for Conducting the Program of Work
The Agricultural agents reported that their work reached from 9:l•
1800 families. According to the survey conducted of the members of the
Negro Extension Service personnel in ·.l"exas, the county agents and the
home demonstration agents gave certain requirements of their work program.
Those listed by county agents are as follow:
l. To work with all agricultural producers
2. To improve farm skills, practices and management

J. To increase crop production and livestock production
4. To develop healthful living habits and intelligent use of leisure
among rural youth (4-H Club work)

5. To make home improvements, as water supply and ample food supply
6. Food preservation and storage

7. Serve social, cultural and religious needs

s.

Conduct. method demonstrations

9. Uisease and insect control
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~he home demonstration agents reported that their services extended from 333 - 100,00 families. The principal duties of the home demonstration agents, as given by the agents, are listed as follow:
1. 'l'o conduct method demonstrations with women and girls in •
a. Family food supply and nutrition
b. Home improvement and management

c. Family life education
d. Health and sa.tet7

e. Clothing
!. ~ecreation and corn,m1nity life
g. Landscaping

h. Develop leadership in women's and girls' clubs
On

the basis o! the training received and the duties performed., it is

interesting to note the degree to which the training is suitable for conducting the program of work. O.t the total number of county agents answering the questionnaire, eighty per cent felt that the training received is
adequate and suitable for the work program conducted, while twenty per
cent felt that the training is inadequate and unsuitable. In the same connection, fifty per cent of the home damonstration agents stated that the
college training received is ample and satisfactory in executing the required
program of work and fifty per cent were o! the opinion that it is insufficient.
The writer had hoped for more returns from the questionnaire sent to
all Elctension Service agents in order to give a more substantial report

on the opinions of .,l!;Xtension Service agents on the training they received
in preparation for their work. Those answering were very vague in the
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recommendations, and many agents had no recommendations to make.
Agricultural agents had the following recommendations to make for

improvement of the curriculum.
l. Do a better job of teaching subjects already offered
2. Ofter more leadership training

3. Teach agricultural planning

4. Give the practical side as well as the theoretical side of
courses offered

5. EJ1ro1nate Chemistry; there is no occasion where Chemistry is
used in Ex:tension Service
6. Offer more practical work in Farm Shop and Veterinary Science

7. EJ1m1nate Education and related subjects; there is a need for
more specific training in Agriculture
The home demonstration agents gave the following recommendations for

improvements;
1. Addition of courses in office routine, displays and exhibits,

blue printing, landscaping, poster .making, family lite,
typing and :shorthand and marketing
2. Addition of course:, in health education, handicrafts, rural

sociology-, practical training in Home Economics

J. Addition.of courses in Physics, more Biology courses, Philosophy,
Ethics and more Econo.mi.cs courses
4. Addition of courses 1.n woodwork, poultry- management and. interior

decoration

5• Plamd.ng a "live at homett program with rural families
I

6. EJ1rn1n~te courses in Chemistry which are not related to Foods
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7. Add a course in mattress .making

s.

Add courses in ax.tension methods and organization and planning

9. Add courses in home nursing and child psychology
10. Ofter thorough courses in clothing
The home demonstration agents seem to have a clearer understanding
of and appreciation for the improvements needed in the curriculum of the
Home Economics Division than the agricultural agents have for the Agricultural Division, by virtue of the fact that they gave more and better
reconmendations for improv-ements.
Criteria for Selection and Promotion of B:xtension
Agents
Agents for the Extension Service for Negroes in Texas are selected
by

no specific criteria but by standards in connection with the following

factors, according to the Negro State Leader of Texas. The following
were listed:
1. Bachelor's Degree in Agriculture or Home Economics
2. Leadership qualities

J. Rural experience or aptitude for rural lite
The writer gives suggested criteria for the appointment of extension
agents in the next chapter.
The Negro State Leader gave the following as criteria for promotions
within the Extension Service.
1. The agent's past record
2. The agent's specialist work

J. Knowledge of subject matter
4. Abilities demonstrated in leadership
The agricultural and home demonstration agents were asked if' they
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felt that promotions in the Extension Service were made properly. Twelve
of the twenty-five replying stated the promotions were made properly,
while nine stated that they did not feel promotions are made properly.
Four agents gave no reply. The writer gives suggested criteria for promotion of extension agents in Chapter III.
Salary Scale of Extension Agents
Annual salaries for Negro county agricultural agents in Texas during

1947 range from a low of $1800.00 with $350.00 allowed for travel expenses to a high of $2420 . 00 with $350.00 allowed for travel expenses.
The annual salaries for Negro county home demonstration agents during 1947
range from a low of $1600. 00 with $350.00 allowed for travel expenses to
a high of $2420.00 with $350.00 al.lowed for travel expenses.
The total amount alloted from all sources for salaries of the eightyfour extension workers employed in 1942 was $171,720. 26. The average
extension worker's salary (state leader, supervisors, agents and clerical
help included) in 1942 was $2, 044.00 per year. The total 8.JJI.Ount allotted
from all sources for salaries of the one hundred and six extension agents
em.ployed in 1947 was $256,343,59. The average extension worker lstate
leader, supervisors, agents and clerical help included) was 12,418.JJ per
year. These figures show an increase of $374.33 in the average annual
salary for 1947 over the average annual salary for 1942.
'l'he agents were asked to give the number of counties they had worked

in and the reason for the change of counties. Of the twenty-five reporting,
thirteen had changed counties. Seven of those who changed listed "more
money" as a reason for changing. Five listed better working conditions;
two listed opportunity for business investments; one listed to be closer

to home; and onl7 one listed opportunity for service as a reason for
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changing counties of work.
Nineteen of the twenty-five reporting gave an answer to their intention of remaining in the Extension Service until retirement. Fourteen
stated that they do plan to follow extension work until retirement. Five
of those answering the question stated that they do not plan to follow
extension work until retirement.
Of the agents reporting on the questionnaire, only one had been in
the ~ension Service twenty-five years or more, while twelve of the
twenty-five agents reporting had been in the J!;Xtension Service less than
five years. Table X shows the numerical distribution of tenure of the
twenty-five agents reporting.

Table X.

..

Numerical Distribution of ,enure
of Negro Extension Agents in
Texas

Number of
Years
0

-

Number of
Agents

4

l2

9

7

10 -14

4

15 • 19

1

20 - 24

0

25 and above

l

5 -

Total reporting

25

Advantages and Disadvantages of Extension Work
The ~ension Service, as an.y other phase of work, has its advantages and disadvantages for its employees. The county agricultural agents
listed the following advantages of extension work:
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1. Salary

2. Opportunity to serve rura.l people

J. Work on own initiative

4. Standard o! l.iving
5. Freedom of action
b. Dependable work

7. Possibilities for carrying on other business if it does not
conflict with extension program

s.

Opportunities for contact with county officials

9. Good retirement
The county home demonstration agen~s listed the following as
advantages of extension workt
1. Retirement program

2. Opportunities for meeting outstanding people

3. Freedom in program ma!d.ng
4. Social contacts

5. Respect

o.

and confidence of peopl.e with whom they work

Variety of activities

?• Outdoor li.t'e
8. Opportunity- to work with people needing the most assistance

9. Experience

or

rarm problems

1.0. Opportunities to exhibit talents

11. Twelve month salary
1.2. Chances for proJDOtion

In listing the disadvantages of extension work, county agricul.tural
agents gave the followings
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1. Poor salary
2. No office help

3. Poor opportunity for professional advancement

4. Not enough equipment

5. Insufficient field help
6. High cost of operating auto.mobile
?. Income bracket of persons with whom they must work

s.

Poor roads

9. Unnecessary meetings and time wasted at meetings
10. Lack ·or cooperation
l l . Salaries seldom increased.

The writer has made an attempt to disclose the facts as they were
found, and as reported on the questionnaire which was distributed among
the Negro extension agents of Texas. No attempt was made to ridicule or
destructively criticize the Negro Extension Service of Texas or any phase
of its organization or program. The next chapter will entail the writer's
conclusions and recommendations for improvements in the follow.i.ng phases
of the Texas Extension Service for Negroes:
l. Organization

2. Qualifications and professional training of potential agents
in relation to the program of work

J. Criteria for appointment to the Extension

Service

4. Criteria for selection and promotion in the Extension Service

5. Supervision of Extension Service agents
6. Salary scale of extension agents
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CHAPTER III
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ever since its beginning, August l, 1915, the Extension Service for
Negroes in Texas has been an ever improving organization. This is true in

respect to training and number of personnel, activities, sa1aries and
program of work.
Although the organization has constantly improved over the years, there
is yet room for still more improvements. This study has shown that Farm
Practice is no longer required in the curriculum for potential extension
agents. Since a rural background is not a requirement for admittance to
the field of agriculture and home economics, it seems logical that some
provision should be made to give students in training for such work as .much
practical experience as possible. The few hours spent in laboratory class
hours are not sufficient to equip a student for leadership among persons
who have had nnJiroited rural experience. There have been cases wherein
persons have experienced so much of rural life that their minds are not
open for new and improved methods in Agriculture or Home Economics, but
this situation is another argument for more farm practice during the training periods. Effective teaching and the opportunity to witness the advantages of new and improved practices over obsolete practices would do much
more toward convincing skeptical persons. The matter of time for this .farm
practice would be a problem with the schedules crowded as they are, but
since there is a need for more farm practice some provisions should be made.
If there is no time for this essential, then there is need for more time.
Summers and Saturday evenings are suggested by the writer. The agricultural students are required to have eight semester hours of Military Science.

This particular course and its activities require much more time than
any other eight semester hours. During years of war, efficient and success-

ful agricultural agents were deferred from military services.

In studying the variations in the number of semester hours prescribed
by

catalogs for different years and the personnel of the Agricultural

Division listed in the catalogs. It appears that the curriculum is devised
according to the training and abilities of the personnel instead of being
formulated from the requirements ot the services agricultural students
will be expected to render. The writer recommends here that more attention

be given to the work requirements of graduates for the divisions of
Agriculture and Home Economics, and that the curriculum be formulated according to these requirements, then select the personnel with respect to
these same requirements.
An organization which has no set criteria for appointment of its

personnel is sure to, in many instances, appoint persons with undesirable
qualities as well as desirable ones. Perhaps the Negro Extension Service
in Texas has not had more uniform and strict criteria for appointment to
its personnel for the reason that it may or may not have had instances in
which undesirable or unqualified personnel members were appointed. The

writer does suggest that the qualifications of the Iowa State Extension
Service, present ed here in a revised form, be used as part of the prerequisites for appointment to the Negro EEtension ~ervice of Texas for
Negroes:
Training -

College training, knowledge of rural life

Experience -

Successful in previous work, promising for
rural life
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Leadership Ability -

Vision, ability to inspire others to work
with him toward goals

Character.

Honest, dependable, and right influence to
boys and girls; loyal and sincere

Good Organizer -

Cooperates and plans well with others

.&l.thusiastic -

Optimistic, cheerful, believes in his job

Good Judgement -

Thinks clearly, conclusions sound

Systematic -

Plans to make best use of time and mone7

Friendly -

Good mixer, tolerant and wears well

Diplomatic -

Tactful

Personal Appearance• Health7, neat and appropriately dressed
References -

Adequate

These qualifications could insure, to a certain degree, that all persons appointed to the personnel would have, as a minWllWll, the basic qualifications for success as an extension agent and for executing the Extension Service program.
The supervision of Negro extension agents in Texas seems to be
satisfactory except in few instances. The agents did not give such reasons
as the supervisor being improperly trained, or the supervisor has an unsatisfactory personality, and other serious disqualifications of their
supervisors. They do give, however, factors that could be eliminated by a
little action and thought by the supervisors. The agents want their supervisors to spend more time with them., to pay more attention to their work
activities, to correct them. in their mistakes, and to give them specific
adtlce instead of giving generalizations. Some few agents critized the proceedings and content of the meetings.

The writer suggests that closer attention be paid by the state
atatf to the members of the supervising staff who deal directly with the
agents. Their weak points should be shown t~ them and action taken toward
improving their services to the agents. According to results shown in
Table I, there should be a planned itinerary for each supervisor, of the
state and district staffs, in order to insure J110re uniformity in the nWlber of visits to agents under their supervision. Yet, there should be
enough flexibility in the itinerary to provide more and better supervision
tor the newer, less capable, and otherwise handicapped agents. There should
exist between the supervisor and the supervised a relationship that will
permit free criticism from either party without arousing resentment on the

part of the other. Through such a relationship, each party could be an
asset to the training and development of the other. Supervisors should do
planning according to the needs of the supervised instead of according to
the supervisor•s plan of work based on other facotrs. To carry the program
of work to the agents without carrying whatever tools he lacks for the
program's execution, is unfair to the program as well as to the agent and
the community which is to profit by the program.
It was sh01'll in the analysis of the tenure of agents that Waller
County, headquarters of the Texas Extension Service for Negroes, was the
only county to have as many as five county agricultural agents employed
during the past ten years. This factor is probably the result of interference with the agent's program of work by supervisors who are so closely
located.
Every agent probably thinks of a pro.motion within his work as an aim
or objective of his work. Unwarranted promotions can cause much discontentment among any group of workers. Within any organization there should be
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available to all members of the personnel a list of criteria for promotion within that organization. Forty-seven per cent of the agents
replying to the questionnaire stated that they felt that promotions
within the Negro Extension Service of Texas are not made properly. This
can

mean

the forty- seven per cent of those replying will not do as effi-

cient job of extension work as can be done because they do not feel that
they will be promoted properly.
The writer suggests the following in regard to pro.motions within the
Negro :Extension Service of Texas.
l. That the criteria for promotions within the Extension Service

listed on page thirty- four of this thesis be made available to all
E>ctension Service workers, in order that they can be better informed as to what is required for promotions.
2. That whatever criteria there are for promotion be rigidly adhered

to.

3. That the criteria be improved with the addition or substraction of
factors whichlli.11 insure promotion of proper persons.
4. That the following factors be considered in addition to those on
page thirty-four when promotions are proposed:
a . The member's relationship with other extension personnel members
b. The amount of advanced training related to extension ffl>rk
e. The success achieved on previous positions as an extension
worker
Promotions are usually i n the form of changing to a larger and better
paying county. Although this practice deprives the smaller and lesser~ing counties of the better agents, it seems that it is the best solution
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for advancement since there are so few positions in the upper bracket ot
the Extension Service. There has been a proposal for total finance of
the Extension Service by the Federal government. This would eliminate such
factors as:
1. Counties being unable to pay an agent's worth

2. Agents catering to the wishes of county leaders

J. Poorer counties, which are most neeey, having less capable or
inexperienced agents

In order to improTe the effectiveness of potential extension workers,
the writer suggests that the recommendations given by presently employed
agents on pages thirty-three and thirty-four be given consideration. Although

many

of the recommendations seem to have good basis, the writer

does not agree with all of them. It was interesting to note the opposition
expressed by many agents toward Chemistry. In one case the word Chemistry
was used in two instances and misspelled in each instance. Specialists
and person, who do advanced work in technical Agriculture and HOile Economics will find a need for the Chemistry offered and more.
In consideration of the requirements of the extension agents• pro-

grams of work, their recommendations and the writer's experience as a
student of Agriculture and knowledge of extension work, the following
courses or more work in these courses are recommended for consideration in
formulating the college curriculum for potential Extension Service personnel.
1. Psychology
2. Public Speaking

3. Rural Economics
4• Agricultural Journalism
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5. Economics
6. Rural Organization

7. Rural Sociology
8. Business Methods

9. Marketing
10. Farm Practice
11. Rural Engineering
The writer questions the recommendations of the county agricultural
agents toeJim1nate Chemistry, Education and other related subjects for
the following reasons:
l. Persons who participate in the more technical phasee of Agric~
ture or Home Economics or seek higher degrees in either field
should find a definite need for the Chemistry offered in the
curricula and much that is not offered.
2. Since extension agents are charged primarily with the teaching
function of the service, it seems that courses offered in F.ducation and other related subjects would be necessary•

.3. The typical and desirable agent is often called to perform many
duties about which he would have received no training if his
curriculum were limited only to courses in technical Agriculture
or Home Economics.
O! all college graduates, students of Agriculture and Home Economics
are responsible for work with and for adults sooner after graduation than
any- others. Work with adults requires better overall training than work
dealing only- with boys and girls . These facts support the statement that
there should be no limit to the training of Agricultural and Home Economics
students. This is true in respect to quality and quantity- of the training.

Seemingly the agents o! today are over-taxed for knowledge and are working at a disadvantage. All efforts, regarcUess of the cost, should be put
forth to prevent this situation from existing when the potential agents
of today become active agents in the Extension Service.
The writer makes no attempt to suggest a salary scale for the Extension Service tor the reasons that:
1. It is realized that all counties are not equally able to pay- for

extension services
2. There is too great a possibility for an unjust scale

3. The worth of an employee can be best determined by those who
receive the results of his work

In spite of these reasons, it is believed that there should be prescribed bases of the scales. At the time of first appointment, these
factors are suggested:
1. Degree in Agriculture or Home Economics
2. Farm experience or equivalent

3. Average I. Q. or above

4. Experience in other jobs

5. Previous salary
6. Interest in farm people

7. Supply and demand
8. Living conditions Within the county

9. Cost of living

After an agent has had experience as an agent, a new set of bases
ma;y be employed in arriving at a salary scale. These might include:

l. Previous performance
2. Administrative ability
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). Educational point of view

4. Tenure

5. Additional training

o.

Supply and demand

7. Living conditions within the county

s.

Cost ot living

If these factors were to be used objectively, there would be fewer
agents transferring from county to county only for the sake of more money,
agents devoting too much time to sideline vocations, the ~ore enterprising
agents leaving the Extension Service.
Since there are few opportunities for advancement within the .Elctension Service, there seems to be need for a material award, given each year
to the agent who has been chosen as most outstanding during the year. Although this honor would probably be an empty one, it could promote competition, spirit and better work in and for the Texas Extension for Negroes.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
Agents List

January l, 1947

DUI
NF.ORO EXTENSION WORK.l!atS 1!i TEXAS
Prairie View, Texas

Headquarters
W. C. David
M. V. Brown
Mrs. Pauline R. Brown

State Leader
Administrative Assistant
Supervisor of Negro Home Demonstration Work and District.

Agent

DISTRICT A~TS

Mrs. Jettie A. Conner

H. S. Estelle
John .r.. Mayo (Acting)
W. H. Phillips

Myrtle E. Garrett (Acting)

Home Demonstration Agent

County

Agricultural Agent

Anderson
Angelina

Jligene Dix, Box 604
Mrs. Irene Kinchion, Box 347 Palestine
E. C. Johnson, Box lll7 Hrs. Irene Mc<.;ullough,
Box 838
Lutkin
Mrs.
Eddie P. Washington
J. J. Adams, Box 477
~ox 545
Bellville
A. J. Sadberry
Mrs. Opal Robinson
Bastrop
B. F. Hudson, Box 891
Mrs. V. R. Sadberry, Box 891 'texarkana
H. L. Hubbard, Box 426 Mrs. Clara Hall, Box J27
Angleton

Austin
Bastrop

Bowie
Brazoria
Brazos
Burleson
Caldwell
Cass
Chambers
Cherokee
Colorado
Dallas
DeWitt
Ellis
Falla
Fay-ette

Fort Bend
Fort Bend
Freestone
Galveston
Gregg
Grimes
Guadalupe
Ha.rris

•• o.

Pace,

Mrs. l<'annie

J. Tay-lor

508 N. Bryan Avenue
Box 298
C. E. Bradford, Box 179
K. K. Knox
Mrs. T. D. Truitt, Box J07
Mrs. J. s. Barkley, Box 471
Kermit Davison, Box 206
J. c. Bradford {Alto)
Mra. H. c. Reeder (Rusk)
s. E. Chase, Box 756
Mrs. M. E. Bledsoe, Box 626
Cedar Walton
Ethel Britt.
1908 Allen Street
1908 Allen Street
Richard Fuller, Box 103
Hrs. M. o. Reed, Box 4
W. B. Clark, Jr, Box 392 Jettie Coleman, Box J04
Bnmett Randolph
Dorothy M. Vonner
A. E. Adams, Box 488
Hrs. Luida Jones, Box 163
K. Daingerfield, Box 612
P. E. Poole, Box 485
R. M. Bradley
Mrs. E. c. Pett1, Box 13J4
Leonidas Watson, Box 591 Carrie Jenkins, Box 649
R. A. Sanders, Box 428 Gladys Williams, Box 652

s.

Address

Dial

A. J. Bundage

Vera

212 Pilgrim Building

212 Pilgrim Building

Bryan
Caldwell
U>Ckhart
Linden
Anahuac
Alto - Rusk

Columba.e
Dallas

Cuero
Waxahachie
Marlin

LaGrange
Rosenburg
Richmond
Tea.gue
Dickinson
Iongview
Navasota

Seguin

Houston

Appendix A (Continued)
Count;r

Agricultural Agent

Home LJemonstration Agent

Address

Harrison
Hopkins

F. D. Roland, Box 1185
H. w. Grays, Box 304

Annie Barrett, Box 183
Juanita Williams, Box 246

Houston
Jasper
Jefferson

w.

Marshall
Sulphur
Springs
Crockett
Jasper

W. K. Ball, Box 782
J. Carter

G. M. Roligan

2932 Houston Street
Kaufman
Lamar

Maud E. Johnson, Box 592
Mrs. Eddie M. Davis

Quincy Cunningham.
653 College Street
Bernice Daniels
Mrs. Robbie Taylor

Beaumont
Terrell
Paris

Liberty
Liberty
E. A. Palmer, Box 509
Box
221
Mexia
Mrs. J.M. Henderson,
li.mestone
Groesbeck
Limestone
J. W. Booker
Mrs. Jewell Graham
McLennan
H. T. Arnie
Waco
131½ s. Second Street
Box 1922
Madisonville
Madison
J. C. Gooden, Box 482
Marion
C. U. Westbrook, Box 1.85 Mrs. H. J. 'ltlrner, Box 494 Jefferson
Bay City
Matagorda
N. s. Stevens, Box 1005 Mrs. Marie Sims, Box 909
Montgomery B. T. Prince, Box 191
Virginia Green, Box 92b
Conroe
Milam
C. L. Redus
M. E. Merriwether, Box 752
Cameron
Navarro
s. P. Walton, Box 600
Mrs. B. E. Wallace, Box b84 Corsicana
Newton
L.A. Gipson, Box 323
Newton
Polle
F. L. Muse, Box 323
Mrs. A. F. Mosley, Box 504 Livingston
Red River
A. W. Lester, Box 1003
Clarksvi.11.e
Robertson
J. R. Delley, Box H H
Hearne
Rusk
H. L. Brown, Box 52
E. D. Hyder, Box er,
Henderson
San Augustine
San Jacinto
Hanna Dirden, Box 33
Shepherd
Smith
B. J. Pryor, Box 31.4
Mrs. H. G. Sneed, Box 314
Tyler
Tarrant
H. A. Odom, Box 480
E. C. McClellan, Box 486
Fort Worth
Travis
T. A. Mares
Mrs. Jessie Shelton
610 E. 7th Street
610 E. 7th Street
Anst1n
Victoria
Alice M. Kinchion, Box 023 Victoria
Walker
K. H. Malone
T. P. Huckaby, Box 870
Huntsville
Washington
Mrs. Lea E. :W.sk
Route 2, Box 14
Brenham.
Wood.
W. H. ilexander, Box 438 Murlene McKinney
Qll.itman

APPENDIX B
Questionnaire
A SURVEY OF NmRO EXTENSION WORK IN TEXAS

Please check ones

Agricultural Agent ( ) Home Demonstration Agent { )

1. --- - - - - - - - - - - - 2. ----------School
Attended
Degree
Conferred
or Diploma
Received

3. M7 work reaches approximately ___________ families.
{Number)
4. Hy- work responsibilities, listed by their importance, ares
1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5. I feel that the academic training I received""""!"------- satisfactory
lie, is not)
for the responsibilit~es of my position.

6. I suggest the addition of the following courses to the curriculum for
students ot _______________ who plan to do Extension
(Agriculture or Home Economics)
Service Work:

1.
- - - - - - - - - - - 2.
- - - - - - - - - 3.
5. __________
b.

4. - - - - - - - - - - 7. I suggest the elimination o! the following courses ror students ot
~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - who plan to do Extension Service Worlq

lAgriculture or Home Economics)
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NAME OF COUBSE

1.

'

R.l§ASON FOR ELIMINATION
1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2. - - - - - - - - - - - 2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. - - - - - - - - - - - 3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4. - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8. I suggest the following changes in these courses wnich are ottered:
NAME OF COURSE

SUGG!!;STKD CHANGES

1. - - - - - - - - - - - 1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. - - - - - - - - - - - 2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. - - - - - - - - - - - 3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9. I have been in ~ension Work for _ _ _ _ _ _ year:s. ·

10. Other than an 1'.xtension Agent, I haTe been employed as:

'tfP! of Job

Time

iroi .l9

Monthly ::Salary

-

'---··'----- --'-----

t.o 19_

-

1. - - - - - - - - - - - From 19- to 19
2. - - - - - - - - - - - From. l.9_ t.o 19_
J.
From J.9_ to 19_

-----------

4. - - - - - - - - - - -

11. I had _ _ _ years of farm experience before entering the ~ension
Service.

12. There

~-----'!'"~
a need for an assistant agent in
lis, is not)

my county for the

following reasons:

l. _______________ 2. _______________

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.

13. I

am visited by my supervisor approximately _ _

14. I

make the following recommendations

of~ work:

times per - - - - •

tor improvement in the supervision

Appendix B (Continued)

1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15. IV salary is

t _______

per month.

16. I feel that promotions within t..he service _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .mado properly.
(are, are not)
17. I suggest the following as criteria for promotion 1n the Extension

Service:

1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4.
18. I ha"fe worked in _ _ _ _ _ counties as an Bxtension Agent since 1930.
(number)
19. My- reasons for changing counties werez

1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20. My- relations with the white agent _______ completely satisfactory
(are, are n ot)
because:

1.

2.

3.

4.
plan to follow Extension Work until retirement.

21. I
{do, do not)

22. I f1.nd the:,e advantages in Extension Works

1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ?. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

s. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Appendix B l Continued.)
2J. I find these disadvantages in Extension Works

1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6. - - - - - - - - - - - - - ?. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

s. -----------------

Signature: _____________

PI&ASE MAIL TOt

J. L. Boyer

Box 32
Prairie View University
Prairie View, Texas

APP»lDll C
CooperatiTe Extension Work in Agricult1.1re and Home Economics

Agricul.tural and Mechanical College of Texas and United
States Department of Agriculture Cooperating
County Agent Work

Eltteneion Service

PERSONNEL INFORMATION
ALL INFORMATION HEREIN REQUF.sTED MUST BE CORRECTLY GIVEN TO THE BF.ST OF YOUR
KNOWLEDGE AND m:LIEF; FAILURE TO SUPPLY COMPLETE INFORMATION WILL CAUSE DELAY.
PIEASE tJSE INK OR TYPEWRITER I N RECORDING THE REQUESTED INFORMATION.

l. Name:

-------------~------.---Last

First

Middle

2. -tPo5ition
- - - -for
- -which
- - -you
----are
applyinfr)

J.

Date

\Name before marriage)

Home Addre5s; •(-St_r_e_e_t_an_d_N_wn_b_e_r_J_ _l_C_i_t_1_)_ _ _ _l_C_o_u.n_ty_)_ _ _{_S_t_a-te_)_

4. Present Address:
(Street and Number)

lCounty)

\State)

5. Date available for employment.: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6. Date o! Birth: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

tHonth

7. Are

Place ot Birth:_ _ _ _ _ __

Year)

Day

you a na~ive born citizen of the Unitod State5

(City-

State)

--------

I!

(Yes or No)

not, explain: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8. If emplo~d what section of the State wou.l.d you pre!er: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9. (Check· Race
~ite

Nevro

Sex

Other

ha.le

Marital Status
Female Sini!'le Married !'widowed ~en1ti-at.ec1

10. Physical Data: - - - - ~ ~ - : - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,Height)
lWeight)

Physical Detects: (Specify)

Chronic Diseases: (Specify)

-----------------------
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11. Number?
Dependents:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rela.tionsbip? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Agee? _ _ __
12.Your Father:

tOccupationJ

(Address)

l .'.3 . Were you reared on a farm or ranch? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

YOUR EDUCATIONAL RECORD CAtta ch transcriot of all ColleRe Credits
J.)ates Attended
Oiplom.a and
.Location
High Schooia, Colleges
De~ees
From
To
City
1:>tate
and Universiti es Attended

Scholastic Honors?
In what did you. major?

Minor?

15. Public Speaking Kxperience including Radio {;jtate type and amount)
In College:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
After College: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

lo.

Writing Experience Including Radio lHagazines, news stories, books, circulars)
ln College: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Alter College:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

17. ffiEVIOUS EXPERllllCE RECORD (List chronological.l.y' previous work. Include partt:iJlle work done while attending high school and college. If !arming is included. state if hired man. renter I manaRer or ownerI J
Lenut.h of ~ervice Salar,- or other
&moloyer
Position
From
'.l'o remunerati on
Name
Address
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18. Vere ;you a 4-H Ulub Member! _ _ _ _ _ How many years? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FFA member? _ _ __ How many years? _ _ _ Future Homemaker? _____

How

many

years? _ _ _ _ Honors acbieTed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

19. Professional. and other organizations to which you belong:. _______

20. MILITARY AND NAVAL SERVICE RECORDSa
Did you serve in the
~ , Navy, Marine
Corp8 or Coast Guard?

Nature
Rank
Da.tee
ot DisEntered
Discharged Entered Diocharged charge

21. Do you own an automobile? ______ If not, can you obtain one? _ __

(Yes or No)
22. Are you related within the third degree of consa.nguinity or the second

degree of affinity to any member or the Boa.rd o! Directors of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas? _ _ _ _ _ If answer to foregoing
(Yes or No)
was "yes", specify: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

23. REFERENCES: (Give inform.at.ion requested below of three reputable citisena.
Give as one of your references a College Professor).
Name

Address

Business or Profession

24. ATTACH TO THIS FORM

A RECENT~ UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPH OF YOURSELF (I!
possible, the picture should be one taken within the past two years and
not larger than two b1 three inches.)

Date

------------ Signed---------------(Usual signature)

APPfflDIX D

CORRESPONDDICE

wusktgrr JJnstitutr
T U S KEGEE IN IITITUTE. ALA■AMA

9CHOOL OF VETERINARY

MEDICINE

January l? , 1946

Mr • J. L. Ebyer
P. O. Box 32

Prairie View University
Prairie View, Texas
Dear Mr. Boyer:

In reply to your letter of January 8, I wish to suggest that you go over to the Extension Office and advise
Mr. M. V. Brown that I suggested that you look through the
Annual Reports of the Extension Service for the past five
yea.rs and this will give you somewhat of an analysis of
the Negro Extension Work in Texas . I would also suggest
that you write Dr. Erwin H. Sh4~n, Senior Agriculturist,
Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. , and advise him that I suggested that
you write him for information as to how to proceed in the
preparation of the thesis that you are preparing . I am
sure that if you will study the Texas Extension .Annual
Reports carefully, you will be able to find all the data
that will be necessary for your thesis .
I am sorry that I am not there to give you careful
supervision, but I am sure that Mr. Brown will give you
every possible assistance .
With kindest personal regards and assuring you that I
am happy to render you further assistance in thi s matter,
I am

~_.. _____

Very truly yours,
~ ~
E . B. Evans

EBE/p

Dean

.,

WAR FOOD ADMINISTRATION
EXTENSION

SERVICE

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

March 4 , 1946

J . L. Boyer
Box 32

Prairie View University.
Prairie View , Texaa

Dear Mr . :Boyer:
In answer to your lgtter I atn ce11ding •.;! th thie l.ettPr aome
material wh'ch I trust will be of some help to you in your

aoalysis of Ne~ro EJr:tension Work in Texas.
You migLt ask •.fr. R. S. Estelle if he has a copy o:f an outline
along thie line. I hPlfed him preps.re such a.~ outline some
three or four yeare ago. I am unable to locate a copy here.

If I can assist you furtfier please let me a:nov.

Yours very truly ,

E!Tin H. Shinn
Senior Agri culturist

EnclosW'.'es

l!Hrginia ~tatt C!tnllrgt
Ifrtersbmg, 11irg tuta
WILLIAM

LUTHER , H. FoffER
PRJSIDENT

A.

JAMltS

B.

CEPHAS

TRl!.A.SURER·8USINESS MANAGE"fl

February 22 , 1946

Mr . J . L. Boyer
Subsistence Department
Prairie View Univers'ty
Prairie View, Texas
Dear Mr . Boyer :
Your letter of 1-'ebrua.cy 18th concerning
information to be used in a Master ' s Thesis was
read with interest , Just before I left Prairie
View State College I wrote a history of the
extension work from its beginni ng in 1 915 tbrough
the year 1931 . I left one copy with Mrs . Rowan.
I regret to say t hat someone borrowed my copy and
1t was not r eturned.

I am suggesting that you contact Mrs •
.Rowan and I am sure she will be glad to let you
use the copy which I left with her .
If you
have a questionnaire concerning specific 1nfo rmat1.on, prehaps I cari answer some of t he questions .
Every good wish,

Very sincerely,

~

~- ~
(Mrs . )M . E. V. Hunter, Di rector
Division or Home Economics
MEVH :mc
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PRAIRIE VIEW UNIVERSITY
Prairie View, Texas
Box 32

February 21, 1947

Dear Extension Agent,
This letter is to remind you that I am very anxious
to get a return on the questionnaire that I passed to .rou
during .rour conference here a few weeks ago. It would be
of great advantage to this study to have all questionnaires
in hand by February 28th, in order that statements made
in the thesis will be as accurate as possible when submitted March 30th. Time is an important factor. Please do
not delay. I am enclosing another copy of the questionnaire
just in case you have mislaid the copy passed to you.
All materials will be kept in strict confidence and it
is not necessary to sign the questionnaires. The purpose
of this study is only to survey the Extension Service Program and make recommendations for its improvement. Your
reply will determine the recommendations I will make. You
know where improvements are needed in the Extension Service.
Please tell me. I need to know.
Let me thank you now for your kind consideration and
cooperation.
Very truly yours,

/s/
J. L. Boyer

enclosure

